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Impact of Die-to-Die and Within-Die Parameter
Fluctuations on the Maximum Clock Frequency

Distribution for Gigascale Integration
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Abstract—A model describing the maximum clock frequency
(FMAX) distribution of a microprocessor is derived and compared
with wafer sort data for a recent 0.25- m microprocessor. The
model agrees closely with measured data in mean, variance, and
shape. Results demonstrate that within-die fluctuations primarily
impact the FMAX mean and die-to-die fluctuations determine the
majority of the FMAX variance. Employing rigorously derived
device and circuit models, the impact of die-to-die and within-die
parameter fluctuations on future FMAX distributions is forecast
for the 180, 130, 100, 70, and 50-nm technology generations.
Model predictions reveal that systematic within-die fluctuations
impose the largest performance degradation resulting from
parameter fluctuations. Assuming a3 channel length deviation
of 20%, projections for the 50-nm technology generation indicate
that essentially a generation of performance gain can be lost
due to systematic within-die fluctuations. Key insights from this
work elucidate the recommendations that manufacturing process
controls be targeted specifically toward sources of systematic
within-die fluctuations, and the development of new circuit design
methodologies be aimed at suppressing the effect of within-die
parameter fluctuations.

Index Terms—Critical path delay variations, die-to-die and
within-die fluctuations, FMAX distribution, gate delay variations,
inter-die and intra-die fluctuations, manufacturing tolerances,
maximum clock frequency distribution, parameter variations,
technology projections.

I. INTRODUCTION

I NTEGRATED circuits have always been vulnerable to in-
herent die-to-die (inter-die) and within-die (intra-die) pa-

rameter fluctuations in the manufacturing process. Die-to-die
parameter fluctuations resulting from lot-to-lot, wafer-to-wafer,
and a portion of the within-wafer variations affect every element
on a chip equally. Conversely, within-die parameter fluctuations
consisting of both random and systematic components produce
a nonuniformity of electrical characteristics across the chip [1].

Examples of the lot-to-lot and wafer-to-wafer variations in-
clude processing temperatures, equipment properties, wafer pol-
ishing, and wafer placement. The within-wafer variations have
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contributions to both die-to-die and within-die fluctuations. An
example of the within-wafer variations that impact the die-to-
die fluctuations is the resist thickness across the wafer, which is
random from wafer to wafer, but deterministic within the wafer.
The aberrations in the stepper lens are an example of systematic
within-die variations. As an example of random within-die fluc-
tuations, the placement of dopant atoms in the device channel re-
gion, which is an intrinsic effect since it cannot be eliminated by
external control of conventional manufacturing processes [2],
varies randomly and independently from device to device.

Traditionally, die-to-die fluctuations have been the main
concern in CMOS digital circuit designs, and the within-die
fluctuations have been neglected [1], [3]. As polysilicon gate
lengths have decreased below the wavelength of light used in
the optical lithography process, however, the systematic and
random within-die fluctuations of channel length have exceeded
the die-to-die fluctuations [1]. Thus, within-die fluctuations are
a growing threat to the performance and functionality of future
gigascale integration (GSI).

The importance of accurately estimating the impact of param-
eter fluctuations on circuit performance is directly related to a
company’s overall revenue. An overestimation increases the de-
sign complexity, possibly leading to an increase in design time,
an increase in die size, rejection of otherwise good designs, and
even missed market windows [1]. Conversely, an underestima-
tioncancompromise theproduct’sperformanceandoverall yield
as well as increase the silicon debug time [1]. In summary, over-
estimating fluctuations impacts the design effort, and underesti-
mating fluctuations impacts the manufacturing effort.

This work demonstrates that the magnitude of both die-to-die
and within-die parameter fluctuations significantly influence a
processor’s maximum clock frequency (FMAX) distribution
[4], a measurement performed at wafer sort in which each
functional die is tested for its maximum operating clock
frequency. In Section II, a model describing the FMAX dis-
tribution [4] is presented and compared with wafer sort data
for a recent 0.25-m microprocessor. Employing the FMAX
distribution model and a generic critical path model based on
physical device and circuit analyses [5]–[7], a new circuit-level
methodology, presented in Section III, enables projections,
given in Section IV, of the impact of die-to-die and within-die
parameter fluctuations on future processor performance [8].
Section V concludes by summarizing the key insights and
recommendations. The research objective of this paper is to
evaluate the limitations imposed by die-to-die and within-die
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Fig. 1. Flowchart for describing the FMAX distribution.N is the number of independent critical paths on a chip.

parameter fluctuations on a product’s performance to facilitate
opportunities for further advancement of GSI systems.

II. FMAX D ISTRIBUTION MODEL

An overview of the FMAX distribution model is presented in
Fig. 1 and described in detail in the following subsections. First,
in Section II-A, the individual contributions of die-to-die (D2D)
and within-die (WID) fluctuations on the nominal critical path
delay distribution are determined by simulating representative
speed-limiting paths for a specific microprocessor using D2D
and WID process models based on measured data. The simu-
lated critical path delay distribution resulting from WID fluc-
tuations is the distribution of one specific critical path. In Sec-
tion II-B, a number of independent critical paths for the
chip is estimated to calculate the within-die maximum critical

path delay distribution for the entire chip. Since D2D fluctua-
tions affect each critical path on a chip equally, the D2D max-
imum critical path delay distribution is represented by the D2D
nominal critical path delay distribution. Next, the two maximum
critical path delay distributions resulting from D2D and WID
fluctuations are statistically combined in Section II-C, and then
mapped to a frequency distribution in Section II-D. The FMAX
distribution model is compared to measured data, and key in-
sights are offered in Section II-E.

A. Impact of Die-to-Die and Within-Die Fluctuations on the
Critical Path Delay Distribution

The FMAX distribution model is based upon statistical
simulations of critical paths for a 0.25-m microprocessor [4].
Die-to-die fluctuations are simulated using statistical process
files, which are generated by mapping the electrical-test data
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Fig. 2. Statistical summary of the die-to-die (D2D) and within-die (WID)
fluctuations on three critical paths for a 0.25-�m microprocessor as well as the
nominal path.

to model parameters. Within-die fluctuations are simulated
through models calibrated with data obtained from a WID-vari-
ation test chip. Fig. 2 summarizes the statistical simulations of
three critical paths by providing the mean delay and the
ratio of the standard deviation to the mean delay
corresponding to D2D and WID fluctuations. The mean critical
path delays are different for the three simulated paths, since
some circuits require execution in less than one clock cycle.
The nominal mean critical path delay is assumed equal
to the longest path delay. The D2D and WID nominal critical
path standard deviations, and ,
respectively, are calculated individually by averaging the
ratio of the standard deviation to mean path delay for all
three simulated paths. Using the nominal mean and standard
deviations provided in Fig. 2, the critical path delay density
functions resulting from D2D and WID parameter fluctuations
are modeled as normal distributions

(1)

and

(2)

respectively.

B. Impact of Within-Die Fluctuations on the Maximum Critical
Path Delay Distribution

The impact of WID fluctuations ononecritical path is de-
scribed in (2). The probability of one critical path satisfying a
specified maximum delay is calculated as

(3)

where is the variable critical path delay. is the
WID cumulative distribution for one critical path. A chip, how-
ever, containsmanycritical paths, all of which must satisfy the
worst-case delay constraint [2]–[4], [9]. The paths may be com-
pletely dependent (correlation1), independent (correlation
0), or some correlation between 0 and 1. If two paths are com-
pletely dependent, only one distribution is required to model
the worst-case delay for both paths. If two paths, however, are
not completely dependent, both paths must be statistically com-
bined to obtain the worst-case delay. Assuming a number
of independent critical paths for the entire chip [2], the proba-
bility of satisfying is

(4)

Fig. 3. Within-die (WID) maximum critical path delay distribution for differ-
ent values ofN and the die-to-die (D2D) critical path delay distribution.

where is the chip’s WID cumulative distribution. The
chip’s WID maximum critical path delay density function is
then calculated by taking the derivative of (4) with respect to

as

(5)

Fig. 3 illustrates the dependency of the WID maximum crit-
ical path delay density function (5) on . As increases,
the mean delay increases and the standard deviation decreases.
Since theslowestcritical path limits the chip’s overall perfor-
mance, the probability of a longer cycle time increases as
increases. For example, when only one path is considered, the
probability of a delay less than is equal to 0.5. When
two independent critical paths are considered, the probability
that the delay is less than is . Notice,
however, that increasing from 1 to 10 has a greater im-
pact on the mean and variance of the WID distribution than in-
creasing from 10 to 10 , thus elucidating the decreasing
dependency of the WID distribution on as increases to
relatively large values. As the number of transistors per chip in-
creases and the number of average gate delays per critical path
is reduced [10], is expected to increase for each technology
generation, therefore diminishing the relative sensitivity of the
FMAX predictions to .

For further insight, Fig. 4 plots the WID maximum critical
path delay density function (5) on a logarithmic scale for

, and to illustrate the nonnormal shape of the WID
distribution. Fig. 4 also plots the WID cumulative distribution
for one critical path (3) on the right axis. The dependency of
the WID density function (5) on has two competing fac-
tors, and . As increases,
decreases dramatically for values of and in-
creases linearly for values of approaching 1. With
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Fig. 4. Within-die (WID) maximum critical path delay distribution for differ-
ent values ofN plotted on a logarithmic scale and the cumulative distribution
for N = 1.

an increase in , the resulting exhibits both a larger
mean and a smaller variance. Thus, as the distribution shifts into
the region where approaches 1, becomes
less sensitive to further increases in .

C. Combining the Die-to-Die and Within-Die Maximum
Critical Path Delay Distributions

The impact of both D2D and WID fluctuations on the
chip’s maximum critical path delay distribution is analyzed by
combining the individual D2D and WID distributions. Shifting
the D2D and WID distributions, (1) and (5), respectively, by

, the resulting distributions are expressed as

(6)

and

(7)

The density functions and represent the devia-
tions in delay from . Assuming and are
independent, the maximum critical path delay is calculated as

(8)

where and are the deviations in the nominal
critical path delay resulting from D2D and WID fluctuations,
respectively. The maximum critical path delay density function
resulting from both D2D and WID fluctuations is then calcu-
lated from a convolution

(9)

where is an impulse at

(10)

Fig. 3 also plots the D2D critical path delay distribution (1).
Although the D2D distribution is independent of since D2D
fluctuations have an equal effect on each critical path on a chip,
the WID distribution approaches an impulse function with an

Fig. 5. Mapping the maximum critical path delay distribution to the maximum
clock frequency distribution.

increasing mean delay as increases. As the D2D and WID
distributions are statistically combined through (9), the resulting
distribution has a mean equal to that of the WID distribution and
a variance resulting predominantly from the D2D distribution.
Thus, WID fluctuations determine the mean of the maximum
critical path delay distribution, and D2D fluctuations determine
the variance.

D. Mapping the Maximum Critical Path Delay Distribution to
the Maximum Clock Frequency Distribution

The combined delay distribution in (9) is now mapped to a
frequency distribution. The maximum clock frequency is calcu-
lated as

(11)

where is the clock skew factor ( , assumes 10% clock
skew). Fig. 5 illustrates the mapping of to the max-
imum clock frequency density function . The proba-
bility that the maximum critical path delay is within some in-
terval is equal to the probability that the maximum
clock frequency is within the interval

(12)

Define as the difference between and , as

(13)

and as the difference between and , as

(14)

As approaches zero, the integrals in (12) may be approxi-
mated as

(15)

and

(16)
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the model projections with measured data for the maxi-
mum clock frequency (a) probability density and (b) cumulative distribution.

where (14) is simplified as

(17)

Substituting (15)–(17) into (12) and replacing with , the
maximum clock frequency density function is derived as

(18)

E. FMAX Model Verification

Fig. 6(a) compares the FMAX distribution model, described
in (2), (3), (6), (7), (9), (10), and (18), for both D2D and WID
parameter fluctuations with against the FMAX mea-
sured data obtained at wafer sort for a recent 0.25-m micropro-
cessor. The wafer sort data represents measurements taken for
approximately 50 000 dies. The predicted FMAX distribution
agrees closely with the distribution of measured data inmean,
variance, andshape. Fig. 6(b) validates the model with mea-
sured data for the cumulative FMAX distribution. Fig. 7 plots
the distributions resulting from only D2D and only WID pa-
rameter fluctuations to illustrate their individual effects on the
FMAX distribution. These results clearly reveal thatwithin-die
fluctuations directly impact the FMAX mean and die-to-die fluc-
tuations impact the FMAX variance.

Fig. 7. Individual contributions of die-to-die (D2D) and within-die (WID)
parameter fluctuations to the FMAX distribution.

Fig. 8. Generic critical path (GCP) model, wheren is the number of average
gate delays.

III. GENERIC CRITICAL PATH (GCP) MODEL

As discussed in Section II-A, the critical path delay distribu-
tions resulting from die-to-die and within-die fluctuations are
calculated from D2D and WID statistical simulators, which both
use a SPICE-equivalent circuit simulator [11] with a 0.25-m
process file and a netlist of speed-limiting paths from a specific
microprocessor. Many of the device parameters provided in the
process file are empirically calculated to fit measured– data.
In projecting the impact of parameter fluctuations on future cir-
cuit performance, it is unclear how these empirical parameters
might scale with technology. Therefore, a generic speed-lim-
iting path model is developed through physically based device
and circuit analyses [5]–[7] to evaluate the critical path delay
distributions resulting from D2D and WID fluctuations.

As illustrated in Fig. 8, the generic critical path (GCP) is mod-
eled by a number of identical two-input static CMOSNAND

gates with a fan-out of three, where each gate drives an average
wiring capacitance. The static CMOS logic gate is chosen for its
low standby power drain, large operating margins, scalability,
and flexibility of logic functions [12]. The average propagation
delay through a two-inputNAND gate is modeled by averaging
the delay through two series-connected nFETs and the delay
through one pFET, given as

(19)

where is the effective fan-in factor [13], [14] for series-
connected MOSFETs, and and are the nFET and
pFET CMOS propagation delays [7], respectively, as derived
from the physical alpha-power law model [5]. The critical path
delay is then calculated as

(20)
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the FMAX projections using both the GCP model and
the circuit simulation with measured data.

In calculating the critical path delay distributions that are used
by the FMAX distribution model for the analysis in Section II, a
rigorously developed WID fluctuation model is employed. This
model is empirically derived through an analysis of manufac-
turing data specific to the 0.25-m technology generation. The
WID fluctuation model represents systematic within-die param-
eter variations by expressing the device-to-device correlation as
a function of the distance between the devices. This correla-
tion function, however, is significantly influenced by specific
manufacturing capabilities. Currently, there is little insight into
understanding how this distance correlation might scale for fu-
ture technology nodes. Therefore, the GCP model analyzes two
separate WID fluctuation cases: 1) completely dependent gates
(gate correlation 1) and 2) completely independent gates (gate
correlation 0), which may be viewed as extreme conditions of
systematic and random fluctuations, respectively.

Using only the D2D and WID device parameter standard de-
viations for the 0.25-m technology, critical path delay distri-
butions are calculated through the GCP model for a gate corre-
lation of one and zero. The results of these critical path delay
distributions are inputs into the FMAX distribution model de-
scribed in (2), (3), (6), (7), (9), (10), and (18). Fig. 9 compares
the cumulative distributions of FMAX projected by the GCP
model with a gate correlation of 1 and 0 to measured and simu-
lated distributions. The circuit simulation clearly provides much
better agreement with measured data than either of the GCP pro-
jections due to the accuracy of the systematic WID correlation
model.The GCP model, however, enables a key insight into the
projections by establishing boundaries of the actual FMAX dis-
tribution with the two extreme cases of completely systemic and
completely random within-die fluctuations. Moreover, Fig. 9 il-
lustrates that systematic within-die fluctuations (gate correla-
tion 1) decrease the FMAX mean more severely than random
within-die fluctuations (gate correlation 0).

This result can be explained physically as follows. In the com-
pletely systematic case, the variations have the same impact on
every element in a critical path so that

(21)

where and are the standard deviations of the crit-
ical path delay distribution and theNAND gate delay distribu-

Fig. 10. Nominal values used in the projection analysis.

tion, respectively. For completely systematic WID fluctuations,
the ratio of the standard deviation to mean is equal for the crit-
ical path delay distribution and the gate delay distribution. In the
case of completely random fluctuations, however, the fluctua-
tions in the critical path delay are expected to have an averaging
effect over the number of gates in the path [3] such that

(22)

For completely random WID fluctuations, the ratio of standard
deviation to mean for the critical path delay distribution is in-
versely proportional to the square root of [3]. Thus, for
greater than one, systematic WID fluctuations induce worse per-
formance degradation than random WID fluctuations.

IV. I MPACT OF PARAMETER FLUCTUATIONS ON FUTURE

FMAX DISTRIBUTIONS

In projecting the impact of parameter fluctuations on future
circuit performance, the nominal values in Fig. 10 are selected
judiciously by using the International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors (ITRS) [15] as a guideline. The nominal values
of gate channel length , maximum source-to-drain leakage
current , and on-chip local clock frequency are
all provided by the ITRS [15]. The value of gate oxide thick-
ness is chosen from the ITRS [15] for the 180, 130, and
100-nm technology generations, however, the value of is
not reduced below the 100-nm technology generation as fore-
cast by the ITRS. The continued scaling of as projected
by the ITRS assumes the development of a high-gate dielec-
tric material to replace the native oxide as the gate insulator.
The ITRS, however, emphasizes that there are currently “no
known solutions” [15] for this prediction. Recent studies have
estimated the minimum value of necessary for retaining
the bulk properties of SiOto be approximately 1.5 nm [16],
[17], the value to which is limited in this analysis. The
long channel threshold voltage and average doping con-
centration are calculated using the physical alpha-power
law’s subthreshold drain current model [5] and the ITRS pro-
jections for [15]. The supply voltage and are cal-
culated by equating to the product of (clock skew
factor) and the reciprocal of (20) while maintaining relative
agreement with the nominal saturation drain current and
the range of values provided in the ITRS [15]. is esti-
mated by assuming the ratio of independent critical paths to the
number of transistors per chip remains relatively constant. As
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Fig. 11. Reduction in FMAX mean resulting from within-die parameter
fluctuations versus technology generation.

discussed in Section II-B, the sensitivity of the FMAX distribu-
tion to is essentially negligible for sufficiently large values

10 –10 of .
As discussed earlier, the WID parameter fluctuations directly

impact the FMAX mean. Using the GCP and the FMAX dis-
tribution models, Fig. 11 projects the impact of within-die pa-
rameter fluctuations on the FMAX mean for the 180, 130, 100,
70, and 50-nm technology generations. The GCP model as-
sumes the effective channel length deviation is 20% of
the nominal gate length [15]. Sinceis among the most diffi-
cult device parameters to control in the manufacturing process
as well as one of the most influential on circuit performance,
only and the corresponding parameters that are dependent on

(e.g., effective threshold voltage, drain current, etc.) are varied
in this projection analysis. All other device and circuit parame-
ters such as , , , interconnect capacitance, etc., are
assumed to remain unchanged, thus resulting in a more opti-
mistic projection. Fig. 11 provides a range of percentages (50%
and 100%) for the ratio of the WID channel length variance to
the total channel length variance (WID and D2D). These ranges
are plotted for the GCP model using a gate correlation of one
(completely systematic WID fluctuations) and a gate correla-
tion of zero (completely random WID fluctuations).

Fig. 11 includes a shaded region to indicate the limit at
which within-die parameter fluctuations degrade the FMAX
mean such that the performance gained from a generation of
transistor scaling is completely lost. Typical technology scaling
decreases the gate delay by 30% [18]. The improvement
in clock frequency resulting strictly from technology scaling is

increase (23)

The clock frequency improvement from one technology gener-
ation to another is also aided by architecture advances, such as
reducing the number of gate delays in a critical path. The limit
at 43% provides a criterion for evaluating the impact of the WID
parameter fluctuations on circuit performance.

In analyzing Fig. 11 for the 50-nm technology generation, the
GCP model using the gate correlation of one projects a degrada-
tion in the FMAX mean of 30% and 39% corresponding to ratios
of WID channel length variance to total channel length variance
of 50% and 100%, respectively. For the same technology node
and ratios of channel length variance, the GCP model using a
gate correlation of zero predicts a decrease in performance of
15% and 21%. Fig. 11 indicates that the performance degrada-
tion resulting from systematic WID fluctuations is much worse
than the performance loss resulting from the random WID fluc-
tuations. Since WID fluctuations directly impact the FMAX
mean,the systematic within-die fluctuations are the most signifi-
cant performance limiter resulting from parameter fluctuations.
This result is of concern since characterizations of a 0.18-m
manufacturing process indicate a more systematic than random
WID fluctuation [19]. Fig. 11 projects that essentiallya genera-
tion of performance gain can be lost due to systematic within-die
fluctuationsat the 50-nm technology node. The key recommen-
dation from this analysis is for manufacturing process controls
to focus primarily on the sources of systematic within-die fluc-
tuations such as stepper lens aberrations. Moreover, new circuit
design methodologies that suppress the impact of within-die pa-
rameter fluctuations should be investigated.

V. CONCLUSION

A model for the maximum clock frequency (FMAX) distri-
bution is presented and compared with wafer sort data for a re-
cent 0.25- m microprocessor. Model predictions agree closely
with measured data in mean, variance, and shape, and reveal
that within-die fluctuations primarily impact the FMAX mean,
and die-to-die fluctuations the FMAX variance. The impact of
parameter fluctuations on future circuit performance is then an-
alyzed by using a physically based generic critical path model
to determine the critical path delay distributions resulting from
die-to-die and within-die fluctuations. Utilizing the results of
these distributions with the FMAX distribution model, projec-
tions are made for the 180, 130, 100, 70, and 50-nm technology
generations. Results indicate that systematic within-die fluc-
tuations are the most significant performance limiter resulting
from parameter fluctuations. Assuming a channel length de-
viation of 20%, projections for the 50-nm technology genera-
tion indicate that approximately a generation of performance
improvement can be lost due to systematic within-die fluctu-
ations. As device fluctuations increase with decreasing dimen-
sions and the probability of longer critical path delay deviations
increases with growing transistor density, within-die parameter
fluctuations may become the key obstacle to improving the per-
formance of GSI. To overcome this barrier, results of this work
suggest a two-pronged plan of attack: 1) develop manufacturing
process controls to reduce the sources of systematic within-die
fluctuations such as stepper lens aberrations, and 2) explore new
circuit design methodologies aimed at suppressing the impact of
within-die parameter fluctuations on future circuit performance.
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